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	The success of the World Wide Web depends on the ability of users to store, process
	and retrieve digital information regardless of distance boundaries, languages
	and domains of knowledge. The universality and flexibility of the World Wide Web
	have also enabled the rapid growth of a variety of new services and applications
	based on human–machine interaction. The semantics of exchanged information and
	services should be useful not only for human to human communications, but also in
	that machines would be able to understand and automatically process web content.
	Semantics give well-defined meaning to web content and enable computers and people
	to work in cooperation. Today, the crucial challenge becomes the development
	of languages to express information in a machine processable format. Now more
	than ever, new advanced techniques and intelligent approaches are required to transform
	the Web into a universal reasoning and computing machine. Web intelligence
	attempts to deal with this challenge by exploiting information technologies and artificial
	intelligence approaches to design the next generation of web-empowered
	systems and services.


	The future of the World Wide Web depended on its ability to understand and automatically process content to enable computers and people to work in cooperation. New advanced techniques and intelligent approaches are required more than ever to transform the Web into a universal reasoning and semantic-driven computing machine. The Web intelligence discipline attempts to deal with this challenge by exploits information technologies and artificial intelligence approaches to design next generation of web-empowered systems and services. The ‘Emergent Web Intelligence: Advanced Semantic Technologies" book provides valuable references and cutting–edge technologies for: undergraduate and postgraduate students who are studying Web Intelligence and Semantic Web courses, developers who need to design innovative approaches by applying different emergent semantic techniques to real-world problems, researchers who seek to understand the state of the art and foresee future research strategies in Web Intelligence and Semantic Web. The book is organized in self-contained chapters to provide greatest reading flexibility.
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Atmospheric Monitoring With Arduino: Building Simple Devices to Collect Data About the EnvironmentMake Books, 2012

	
	
		We as a species are probably a little bit smarter than fish: at least we know
	
		that we spend our lives “swimming” at the bottom of an ocean of air. About
	
		4/5th of that ocean is the relatively harmless gas nitrogen. Around another
	
		1/5 of it is the highly reactive and slightly toxic gas oxygen. The...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4 Integration UnleashedSams Publishing, 2009

	In Microsoft® Dynamics CRM 4 Integration Unleashed, two leading experts present proven techniques, best practices, and example code for going far beyond the out-of-the-box capabilities of Dynamics CRM 4. Using these solutions and sample applications, you will enhance all of...
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Managing the Testing ProcessMicrosoft Press, 1999

	Practical ways to run a test operation that’s driven by quality – not crisis.


	The wisdom in this book does not rely on brilliant theories or any Scientific Truth other than what works--on the job, time and time again. In Managing the Testing Process, you’ll examine an integrated approach–-the bricks...
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Making Use of PHPJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	PHP has an edge over locked-in solutions such as JSP and ASP for most Web development work because it is a cross-platform technology. Surveys indicate that PHP is rapidly becoming the most widely used Web scripting language and PHP skills are now considered essential for many Web developers.


	* Explains why PHP is easier to learn...
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Out of the Gobi: My Story of China and AmericaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	Foreword by Janet Yellen

	

	Weijian Shan's Out of the Gobi is a powerful memoir and commentary that will be one of the most important books on China of our time, one with the potential to re-shape how Americans view China, and how the Chinese view life in America.

	

	Shan, a former hard laborer...
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MATLAB Primer, Sixth EditionCRC Press, 2001
This fifth edition extends the MATLAB Primer, representing the significant features introduced in MATLAB 5 and reflecting a dramatic change in the text . This pocket book serves as an excellent resource for students and engineers requiring a high-level introduction and handy reference to MATLAB 5, helping readers to learn efficiently and...
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